Lobos dream big.

Of their own achievement.

Of thriving in a world that they and their pack have made better and safer.

The whole pack works together so that every Lobo can make it through a hard Winter.

This Winter, here's what your UNM pack is doing so you can realize your dreams:

- more peer tutoring and supplemental instruction at CAPS, and more in-class peer support
- one-on-one 'how to get involved' advisement sessions to help you thrive in the full UNM engagement experience even while social distancing
- no Online Max fee for Spring 2021, so you don’t have to worry about fee differences when selecting a remote instruction mode
- clear online method and information about how and when to change grade mode to CR/NC or letter grade
- more services for stress reduction and mental health
- easy online availability of support services and advising
- quick access to UNM information you need: choose the "student guide" tab on my.unm
- more remote teaching training for faculty
- constant monitoring, intervention, and health services to prevent COVID-19 spread
- easy access information about computers, internet, equipment loans, etc.
- smooth transfer pathways, counting all academic credits

With UNM's focus on Protecting the Pack, the Spring 2021 term will have lots of remote instruction and hybrid classes, with some select face-to-face classes as well. Be sure to check the online class schedule for Spring 2021 as you design your mix of these different instructional modes, and see the helpful video to help you understand how these modes are shown in the catalog.